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The problem studied is the following: Find a sample connected graph G with 
given numbers of vertices and edges which minimizes the number t,(G), the number 
of spanning trees of the multigraph obtained from G by adding p parallel edges 
between every pair of distinct vertices. If G is nearly complete (the number of edges 
Y 1s at c ) -p + 2 where p is the number of vertices), then the solution to the 
minimization problem is unique (up to isomorphism) and the same for all values of 
,u. The present paper investigates the case where ~7 ( (T ) -p + 2. In this case the 
solution is not always unique and there does not always exist a common solution 
for all values ofu. A (small) class of graphs is given such that for any p there exists 
a solution to the problem which is contained in this class. For u = 0 there is only 
one graph in the class which solves the problem. This graph is described and the 
minimum value of r,,(G) is found. In order to derive these results a representation 
theorem is proved for the cofactors of a special class of matrices which contains the 
tree matrices associated with graphs. 
I. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
We consider undirected graphs G without loops or multiple edges. The 
vertices are denoted by the numbers l,.... p. Then G is a pair (M. E), where 
M := (l,..., pJandEc?),(M):=(ecM:(e]=2).AspanningtreeofGisa 
tree T = (M. F) with F c E ( 1, pp. 32-34). The number of spanning trees of 
G is denoted by t(G) which is also called the complexity of G [4]. To each 
graph G = (M, E) we associate the matrix X(G) = (x~~(G)),~~,~~~ which is 
given by 
xii(G) := d,(i) = degree of vertex i in G, l<i<p. 
q(G) := - I if (i, jt E E and .K;~(G) := 0 otherwise, (1) 
1 < i, j < p, i # j. 
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Obviously X(G) is a symmetric matrix with row-sums equal to zero. Hence 
all the cofactors of X(G) have the same value which we denote by c@‘(G)). 
(For i, j E M the cofactor X, of a (p x p)-matrix X is the determinant of the 
matrix obtained by deleting the ith row andjth column of X multiplied by 
(-1)“j). Kirchhoffs theorem states that 
c(X(G)) = t(G). (2) 
11, p. 152, Theorem 13.4). Because of (2) the matrix X(G) is sometimes 
called the tree matrix of G (cf. [2, p. 239, Definition 4.71). More generally let 
x= (“ij)l<i,j<p be a real symmetric matrix with row-sums equal to zero. 
Then all the cofactors of X have he same value c(X), and a generalized 
version of (2) states that 
(3) 
where 2 denotes the set of all F c V*(M) such that (M, F) is a tree [2, p. 226 
(Lemma 4. I), p. 234 (Theorem 4.3), p. 235 (Corollary 4.3)). If all the off- 
diagonal elements of X are non-positive, Eq. (3) becomes 
c(X)= \‘ b;x ,i!.,[F M. (4) 
The cofactor c(X) of a symmetric matrix X with row-sums zero can also be 
expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of X. If A, ,..., kP- 1, 0 are the eigen- 
values of X, then 
(5) 
(cf. [3]). Now the problems this paper is to deal with can be stated as 
follows: 
Let the number p of vertices and the number q of edges be given such that 
p- 1 <q< (:), p>3, and e,,, be the set of all connected graphs with 
exactly p vertices and q edges. We wish to determine a graph G* E 8,., such 
that 
t(G*) = min{t(G): G E Op,g}. 
More generally we will consider the numbers 
t,(G) := c@pE, +X(G)), lu z 09 (6) 
where E, := Z, - (l/p) l,,,, Z, being the identity matrix of order p and IPX p 
the (p X p)-matrix all elements of which are one. Note that pE, is the matrix 
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associated to the complete graph K,. If ,D is a positive integer, then by 
formula (4) the number t,(G) can be understood as the number of spanning 
trees of the multigraph which is obtained from the simple graph G = (M, E) 
by joining each pair i, j of distinct vertices by ,D + 1 edges if (i, j} E E and 
by p edges otherwise. The numbers t,(G) are closely related to the 
polynomials 
P(l, G) = + det(U, -X(G)) 
which were studied by Kelmans and Chelnokov 131. It can be shown that 
t,(G) = $ P(p@ + I), G). 
where G is the complementary graph of G. i.e., if G = (M, E), then G = 
(M Q&W\E). A result on graphs with a minimal number of spanning trees 
which was proved in (3, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.2.11. can be 
formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let q=(“)-r, l<r<p-2, and G*=(Af,E*). E*:= 
q,(M)\{ { p - i, p): 1 < i< rJ. Then for each GE 6,., which is HOW 
isomorphic to G* it holds that 
l,(G*) < t,(G) for all p > 0. 
For q < (z) - p + 2 generally there do not exist graphs G* E 8,., which 
minimize t,(G) over G E (li,,, uniformly in ,D > 0 (cf. Remarks 2 and 3 in 
Section 3). In general we can only find a subset &.p,4 c 8,., such that for 
each G E @jp,q\@p,q there exists a G E @J~,~ with t,(G) < t,(G) for all P > 0 
and with the strict inequality for all ,U > 0. The set &,,, consists of all those 
graphs G E 8,,, for which (after renumeration of the vertices) d, > 
d, > ... > d,, where di := de(i), and vertex i is adjacent with the Iirst di 
vertices of M\(i}, 1 < i < p. Clearly the connectedness of G implies d, = 
p- 1. In terms of the associated matrix X(G)= (x~~(G)),,~,~(~ given by (1) 
this means 
xij(e) < ,“ik(e>3 1<i<p, I<j,<k<p, i#j, ifk. (7) 
For ,B = 0 all the graphs G E G’p,o which minimize t,(G) = t(G) over (5,., 
will be computed. 
These results will be proved in Section 3. They are based on the represen- 
tation theorem in Section 2 for the cofactor of a symmetric matrix with row- 
sums zero and with non-positive off-diagonal elements. 
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2. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR THE COFACTOR 
Let X= (Xijh4i,j<p. p > 3, be a real symmetric matrix with row-sums 
equal to zero and xii < 0 for if j, 1 < i, j < p. Let u and v be distinct 
elements of M= (l,..., p} and M’ := M\{u, v}. We will use the following 
notation: 
For jE M’ let rj := IxJ, qj := 1 x~,~/, aj := <, + qj. For a non-empty 
subset R of M’ let 
r(R) := x tj, q(R) := “ qj, a(R) := \‘ uj, 
jcR gR ZR 
let X, be the (lR 1 x 1 R 1).matrix (x,(R))~.~~~ where xij(R) := xii if i # j and 
-<ii(R) :=-CjER.,giXij, 
c(X,) be the cofactor of X, if IR I> 2, and 
c(X,) := 1 if \RJ = 1, 3(R) be the set of all partitions Z = {S,,..., Sk\ of R 
into non-empty disjoint subsets S, ,..., S,, k E N. 
THEOREM 2. For fixed u, v EM, u # v, the cofactor of X can be 
represented as 
c(X) = a (x,.,1 + \‘ R P,<(R) v(R), (8) 
where a and the ,llR are non-negative and are functions only of the aj. j E M’, 
and of the xijr i, j E M’, i < j. Explicit1.y: 
a= (9) 
PR = c(xR) ZE 2 \R) Jii c(X.4 4s) for d #R$ M’, (10) 
\j ’ 
P,,, = c(Xw)* (11) 
Proof. We divide the set z from Eq. (4) into two disjoint subsets: 2 = 
2, U ZI,, where 
2, := (FE 2: {u, v} E F). 1, := (FE 2: {u, v) @ F). 
Let c,(X) := CFEI,, n,i.jIG. Ixijl, u = 1, 2. Then clearly c(X) = c,(X) + c*(X). 
We shall prove that 
c,(X) = a l-ct.13 (12) 
c*(X) = “ R PR t(R) V(R). (13) 
Q f R c .+I ’ 
To each FE ‘I, we define a pair (P?, !RtF)) where 2’“’ E 3(W), ZtF’ = 
582b/30/2-4 
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is , ,...1 S,}, k E N, and !K1”’ = (s, ,..., sk} is a set of representatives sj E S,. 
1 < j < k, by the following procedure: Removing from the tree (M, F) the 
vertices u and 11 and all edges incident with u or u one gets a graph (M’, F’) 
which has connected components (S,, F,) ,..., (S,, Fk). 
Each (Sj, Fj) is a tree because it is connected and contains no cycles. 
Each Sj contains exactly one vertex sj being adjacent in (M, F) with either u 
or u (but not with both). Let now be Z’“’ := (S, ,..., S,} and flCF“ := 
/&::::, 
sk}. If conversely a pair (Z, 3) is given where Z E 3(W), Z = 
S, 1, and 9I = (s, ,..., So} is a set of representatives sj E S,i we denote 
by(Z,%))‘thesetofallFE2,with(Z (F), 3’“‘) = (Z, Yl). By the definition 
of (Z’“, stF)) and by Eq. (4) we have for a fixed (Z, YI): 
Summing up over all sets !X of representatives of Z and then over all Z E 
3(M) we get Eq. (12). To prove Eq. (13) we can proceed in a similar, but 
more complicated way: By the procedure we will describe below we define 
for each FE Zz a four-tuple A’F’ = (R’“, (I”“. m”‘), Z”‘, !XtF’) where R”’ is 
a non-empty subset of M’, (I”“, m”‘) is an ordered pair of elements of R”’ 
satisfying (u, ,‘F’} E F and (~1, mtF’} E F (I”’ = m”’ may occur), Z”“ E 
3(M’\R”‘), and Yl#“’ IS a set of representatives of Z”“. In the case R”” = M’ 
the tuple A”” shall be understood as a pair (M’, (I”‘, WZ(~‘)). 
Let FE Xz be given. In (M, F) there is exactly one path (u, n’,}. 
{w,, rc*} . . . . . (wm ,. It’,), {wrr L’ 1. r > 1, from vertex u to vertex ~1. Removing 
from (M. F) the vertices u and z’ and all edges incident with u or 1’ we get a 
graph (M’, F’). Let (R, F,) be the connected component of (M’, F’) 
containing )I’, ,..., u’, . In the case R f M’ let (S,, F,) ,..., (S,, Fk) be the other 
connected components of (M’, F’). Again (R, F,) and each (Sj, Fi), 1 < j < k. 
are trees. In R there is exactly one pair (k m) of vertices with {u, 11 E F and 
(I’, m 1 E F, namely, I= M’~, m = I$‘,.. Each Sj contains exactly one element s, 
being adjacent to either u or u (but not with both), 1 <j < k. Now we put 
R’F’ = R, (ICF’, m’F)) = (I, m), and if R # M’, then in addition Z”’ = 
{S , ,.... S,} and 9X(“’ = {s, ,..., sk,. Now let conversely a tuple A = (R. (I, m). 
Z, 3) be given where 4 f R c M’, 1,mE R. and if R # M’, then ZE 
3(M’\R). Z = (S, ,..., S,), 9-l = (sl ,..., skJ a set of representatives of Z. 
Denoting by A ~’ the set of all F E 22 with A”’ = A we have by the 
definition of Atf”’ and by Eq. (4): 
= \ 
5, rl, 4x, 1 IX1 wsj)(ts, + rl,,) if RfM’ 
i 
j=l 
rrrl,4&f~) if R=M’. 
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Summing up over all sets of representatives !R of Z, over all partitions 
Z E 3(M’\R), over all pairs (I, m) of elements of R (if R = M’, then we only 
sum up over all pairs (Z, m) E R x R), and finally over all non-empty subsets 
R of M’ we get Eq. (13). This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
To each symmetric matrix X = (xij), (i,j<P with row sums zero and xij < 0 
for i # j, 1 < i, j < p, we associate a graph G(X) = (M, E) by putting 
E := ( (i, j} E ‘p,(M): xii < O}. 
By (4) and (5) the following conditions are equivalent: 
rankX=p- 1, (14) 
G(X) is connected, (15) 
c(X) > 0. (16) 
Clearly if xii E (- 1, 0) for all i # j, then the mappings X-+ G(X) and G--t 
X(G) from (1) in Section 1 are inverse to each other. 
For a graph G and for U, u E M, u # u we will denote by G\[u, u] the 
graph obtained by removing from G the vertices u and u and all edges being 
incident with u or U. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X= (x~~)~(~,~~,, and Y= (yij)lCi,jsP be real 
symmetric matrices with row-sums zero and xii < 0, yij ,< 0 for i # j, 1 < i, 
j < p. Let u and v be distinct elements of M = ( I,..., p). Assume that y,,. = 
x uL’, yij=xijfor all i, jE M’ :=M\(u, v}, if j, and 
Yuj < min(xti, XLy) < maX(X,j, xcj> < Y,>j 
and 
.,Vuj + Yt,j = xa + xL>j for all jE M’. 
Then it holds that 
0) 4 Y> < 43. 
(ii) Let G(X)\[u, u] b e connected. Then equality holds 
Yuj = xuj, YL>j = xt>j for all j E M’ 
or 
Yuj = Xvj* Y,j = xJ for ail j E M’. 
in 6) 5ff 
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Proof: Let tj := 1 xuj 1, uj := 1 x~.~], tj := / vuj 13 ei := / ~‘(9 / for j E M’. By the 
assumptions and by Theorem 2 it follows that 
Since for each R c M’, R # 4: 
where 
aj := ri + ‘Tj = c$ + f,, . jEM', 
we have 
. 
By our assumptions we have for each R c M’, R # 4: 
< \’ l[j-$jl= “ (lj--fj) . (18) 
JER ,TR 
Since the coefficients p, are non-negative, it follows that c(X) - c(Y) > 0. 
In the case that ,f3&,, > 0 we have by (17) and (18) that equality in (i) holds 
iff <I = 4,. qj = sj for all j E M’ or tj = fj. ylj = tj for all j E M’. 
The equivalence of (15) and (16) and Eq. (11) of Theorem 2 imply that 
p,$,* > 0 iff G(X)\[u, U] is connected. This proves statement (ii) of the 
corollary. I 
3. CONNECTED GRAPHS WITH A MINIMAL 
NUMBER OF SPANNING TREES 
Let e,., denote the set of all connected graphs G with exactly p vertices 
and q edges, where p - 1 < q < (4) and p > 3. Let @‘p,y be the set of all 
graphs G E 8,,, which satisfy condition (7) of Section 1 (after renumeration 
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of the vertices). As already mentioned in Section 1 the connectedness of G 
implies de(l) =p - 1. 
THEOREM 3. For each G E %,,,\&,,, there exists a G‘ E i%,,, such that 
t,(e) < t,,(G) for all ,u > 0 and with the strict inequality for all ,u > 0. 
Prooj For a graph H = (M, F) and i E M we denote by I’,(i) the set of 
all j E M, j # i, which are adjacent to vertex i in H. For a given pair (u, u) of 
distinct vertices we denote by H (“,“i the graph which is obtained from H by 
replacing all the edges {v, j} E F with {u, j} 4 F by the edges {u, j}. In terms 
of the associated matrices X = X(H) and Y = X(H(‘*“) this means 
Yur = x,,. 3 Yij = xij for all i,jEM\{u,u}, i#j, 
Yuj = min(X,j, x,J)> Y,>j = max(x,, xL,j) for all j E M\{u, u}. 
These relations do also hold if we replace the matrices X and Y by X, := 
X(H) + ppE, and Y,, := X(H(“.“)) + ,upE,, where ,U > 0 is given. From 
Eq. (6) in Section 1 and from Corollary 1 it follows that for each ,u > 0 
tJH(U3L’)) < t,(H). (19) 
For a ~1 > 0 the graph G(X,,)\[u, v] is the complete graph with p - 2 vertices, 
and by (ii) of Corollary 1 there is equality in (19) iff H and HCUYL.) coincide 
up to interchanging the numerations of vertex u and vertex U. 
Obviously the number of vertices and the number of edges are the same in 
the graphs H and HCugu). Furthermore H(“*‘) is connected if H is connected 
and if u and u are adjacent in H. 
Now let G E O,,,\&,,, be given, G = (M, E). First we will construct a 
graph G’ E 8,,, such that 
d,,(l)=p- 1 and t,(G’> G t,(G) for all fi > 0. (20) 
If dG( 1) =p - 1, then we put G’ = G. Assume that d,(l) <p - 1. Since G is 
connected, there exist vertices j, E (2,..., p}vJ 1) and k, E r,(I) with 
{j,, k,} E E. The graph G, := G”*kl) is connected and dGl( 1) > d,( 1) 
because r,(l)~r,~(l) and j, ET,,(l). If d,,(l)=p - 1, then we put 
G’ = G,. If d,,(l) <p - 1, then we can apply the same procedure on G,, i.e., 
we can find vertices j, E {2,..., PIV~J~) and k, E r,,(l) with lj,, k,] E E, 
(where G, = (M,E,)), and we put G, = Gi’,k2’. Then G, is connected and 
d,?(l) > dGl(l). If d,*(l) =p - 1, we put G’ = G,, otherwise we continue. 
Since the degree of vertex 1 increases we finally get a graph G, with d,-Jl) = 
p - 1, and we put G’ = G,. From (19) it follows that 
t,(Q) < t,(G,-1) < ... < t,(G) for all fi > 0 
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and hence (20). 1: ,D > 0, then the equality t,(G’) = t,(G) holds iff G and G’ 
are isomorphic (this follows from the remark above concerning the equality 
in (19)). 
For G’ we shall obtain a graph e E 8,,, with 
t,(G) < t,,(Q) 
for all p > 0, by the following procedure: We put 
(21) 
G .- (2.2) *- G’, G cZ.r, := [G,,,,,- ,) J(‘-“). 3 < I’ < p. 
and for u = 3,..., p - 1, 
G fU.U) := G tu- I.P)’ G ,u,l.j := lG,u.I,- ,J’uq“‘. us l<o<p, 
and d := G,, ,.p,. 
By the definition we have -u,,(e) = -1, 2 ,<j < p, and +uij(G) < s,(d) for 
2<i<k<p, 1<j<p,ifj,kfj,andhenceeE6D,,. 
From (19) it follows that 
for all p > 0, 2 < u < p - 1, u + 1 < I’ < p, which implies (21). By (20) and 
(21) we have t,(G) < t,(G) for all p > 0. Furthermore there must hold the 
strict inequality for ,U > 0. Otherwise the graphs G and e would be 
isomorphic, which contradicts the assumption G 6 epq4. 1 
Remark 1. For p = 0 there is equality in (21) iff the graphs G’ and d 
are isomorphic. This follows from (ii) of Corollary 1 since for 2 < u <p - 1, 
u + 1 < u < p the graph G(X(G,,,,.- ,,))\I U, /I] = G(,,,._ ,,\I U, 1: ] is connected 
(because vertex 1 is adjacent in G,,., ,,\[u, ~11 to each other vertex), and 
hence t(G ,U,l.,) = t(G~,,,,~,,) iff G(,,,., and G(,,,. ,, coincide up to 
interchanging the numerations of vertex u and vertex U. Consequently if 
t(e) = t(G), then G’ and e must be isomorphic. 1 
For a further calculation of the numbers r,(e), e E 6,,,, we will compute 
the eigenvalues of the matrix associated with G. 
LEMMA 1. Let e E @i,,, and the vertices be numerated such that d, > 
d,> ... >d,, d, := de(i), 1 < i < p. Then there is exactl?, one s E 
{ 2,..., p - 1) such that d, = s - 1. The eigenvalues of X(e) are given bj, 
d, + l,..., d,-, + 1, dsfl ,..., d,, and 0. 
ProoJ Put s := max(i E {l,..., p): di > i - 1 }. From P-l<q< 
f p( p - 1) it follows that s E (2,..., p - 1 }. Suppose that d, > s - 1. Then by 
(7), xis=-1 for l<i<s-1, ~~,~+~=-l, and xi,,+!=-], l<i<s. 
(Xii := Xii(G).) 
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Hence d,+, =-CiP=~,i~s+~Xi.s+~ /> s which is a contradiction to the 
definition of s. So we must have d, = s - 1. The uniqueness of s follows from 
d, > d, > ... >ds=s- l>d,+,>...>d,. 
For each integer k. s- 1 < k<p- 1, let 
I, := {j E {l,..., s - 1): gj = k}, rk := II,]. (2.2) 
Clearly we have 
P-1 P-1 
u I, = il...., s - l}, 1’ r,=s-1, r p-, k 1; 
k-s- I k=f- I 
and for s < i < p 
di = 
(23) 
The equations for the non-zero eigenvalues A of X(e) and for the 
corresponding eigenvectors < = (<, ,..., Q’ can be written as follows: 
For p - 1 > k > s - 1 and i E I,: 
&+I 
(k+ l-L)ri= \‘ rj. 
,T* 
(24) 
p-1 
\‘ 
&x7- I 
Since X(G) has row-sums zero, the eigenvectors l for the non-zero eigen- 
values must be orthogonal to the vector l,, , := (l,..., 1)‘, i.e., c$‘=, tj = 0. 
Now let i, E { l,..., s - 1 ), i, E Ike, s- l,<k,,<p- 1. We put II=k,+ 1 
and define { = (<, ,..., Q>’ by 
P-1 
ri = 0 for i E IJ I,, 
k-k,+ 1 
&, = c r,+k,-S+ 1, 
k-s- 1 
ko-1 
ri=-l for iE &,\(i,,} u u I,, 
(25) 
k=s-1 
&=-1 
ri = 0 
for s<i,<k,+ 1, 
for k, + 2 < i < p. 
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(for u > v we define UL=, I, := 4). Then r # 0, because &, > 1. It can easily 
be verified that A= k, + 1 and < as defined by (25) satisfy Eqs. (24). 
Furthermore if rk, > 1, then the rk, eigenvectors r = rCiO), i, E I,“, given by 
(25), are linearly independent as it can easily be shown. So the multiplicity 
of A = k, + 1 is rk,. Hence d, + l,..., d,- , + 1 are eigenvalues of X(G). Now 
for i, E (s + l...., p} let A = die = CE$, rk and < = (5, ,..., &,)’ be defined by 
ci = 0 
P- 1 
for iE U I,. 
h-i,- I 
&=-1 for i E ‘“6’ I,, 
k-s-l 
&-1 for s<i<i,- 1, (26) 
ri = 0 for i,+ 1 <i<p. 
Then < # 0 and A, [ satisfy Eqs. (24). Furthermore if d, = d,, , = ... = d,, for 
s + 1 < u < v < p, then the vectors r = r’@, u < i, < v, given by (26) are 
linearly independent as it can easily be shown (note that in this case by (23) 
rk = 0 for u - 1 < k < I! - 2). Hence d,, i ,..., d, are eigenvalues of X(G). m 
From (5) and (6) of Section 1 and from Lemma 1 it follows that for 
G E 6p,q with d, > d, > ... > d,, d, = s - 1, di = de(i), 1 < i < p, it holds 
that 
) . ( li’l tip+d,l). Pea) 
i-.\tl 
Note that the matrix E, is the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal 
complement of 1, *, in Rp and commutes with every symmetric matrix X 
which has row-sums zero. Observing (22) and (23) we have the following 
conditions for the degrees di: 
d,>dz>... > d,. d, = p - 1, d, = s - 1 for an 
appropriate s E (2,.... p - 1 }, 2 dj = 29, di = “q” rl, t-27) 
j- I k -7 I 
for s<i<p, where r,:=I{jE (l....,s- l}:di=k}l, 
s-l<k<p-1. 
If conversely integers d, ,..., d, are given such that condition (27) is satisfied. 
then one can easily construct a graph G E 6 with di = de(i), 1 < i < p. So 
if we wish to determine the graphs G* E &z, with a minimum value for 
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t,(G) for a fixed ,U > 0, then we have to minimize the functional given by 
(26a) over the set of all integer vectors d = (d, ,..., d,,) satisfying (27) (note 
that s E {2,..., p - 1) is a variable too). It will be convenient to write r,(G) 
as a functional only of s and of the di, s + 1 < i < p. This can be done 
observing that from (27) it follows that 
r s-1 =s- 1 -d,+l, 
rk=dkiI -dk+zr s<k<p-2, 
r P-1 = d,, 
and hence 
t,(e) = + “Ii’ tjip + k + 1)‘” 
k=s-1 
) - ( fi CUP + d,)) 
i=s+l 
= f,,,(d,+, ,..., d,):=+,up+s)l-’ 
The integers s, d,, , ,..., d, must satisfy the conditions 
CT di=h(s):=q+(s- I), 
i=s+1 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
and 
s E (2,..., p - 1 }, P -s < h(s) < (P - s)(s - 1) (31) 
If conversely integers s, di. s + 1 < i < p, are given such that (30) and (3 1) 
hold, then we can define integers d, ,..., d, by putting di = k for exactly rk 
indices i E {l,..., s- 1) for s- l<k<p- 1 and d,=s- 1, where the rk 
are chosen according to (28). Then d = (d, ,..., d,) satisfies condition (27). 
Now the problem to minimize the functionsf,,,(d,+ 1 ,..., d,) over the set of 
integers s, d,, 1 ,..., d, satisfying (30) and (31) will be solved for ,u = 0 by the 
following lemma. For an arbitrary ,u > 0 this remains an unsolved problem. 
LEMMA 2. For a fixed s satisfying (3 1) the unique solution d”’ = 
(dj”: I,..., d:‘) of the minimization-problem 
f&,+ 1 ,..., dp> = min 
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subject to the restrictions (30) and d,, , . . . . . d, E N, is given by the conditions 
s - 1 > dj,“’ > lfor at most one index i, E {s + l,..., p}, 
dcS’ satisfies (30) and di”’ E K;, s + 1 < i < p. 
Let f ;,, :=f,,,(d’“‘). The n I s,, sI sati& (31) and s, < sz it holds that f 
fit,, > fits:. 
Proof. Let g, := log(pf,.,), i.e., 
I’ P 
g,id.s + I+..-. d,)=(s-1)logst \‘ d&o&+ \‘ logd;. 
I (+I I c.1 
Let b be either s - 1 or s and consider the minimization-problem 
g,Cd p + , ,..., dp) = min. 
subject to the restrictions 
bZd,+,>d,+,Z~~~3d,Z 1. _ T’ di=h(s) 
i-y&1 (30’ 1 
and d s+ , . . . . . d, E ih. 
We will prove that the unique solution is given by d”” = (d’,‘:, ,..., d:’ ) 
which satisfies (30’) and b > dii” > 1 for at most one index i,, E {s + l..... p). 
Let d = (d,, , ,..., d,) be an integer-vector satisfying (30’) and b > di > 1 
for at least two indices i E {s + l,..., p}. We will construct an integer vector 
d = (cl,.. , . . . . . 2,) which satisfies (30’) and is better than d, i.e., g,(d) > g,(d). 
There exist r, t E IN, s + 1 < r < r + t < p such that d, ~, > d,. = ... = 
d r+t- 1 =:Y>d,+,=:a>2 and d,+f+,=-..=dp= 1 (in the case r=s+ 1 
the integer d,- , is to be understood as b and in the case r + t = p the 
statement d,+,+] = ... = d, = 1 becomes meaningless). Hence b - 1 > 7 > 
a > 2. We have to distinguish two cases: 
(1) t+l<a 
and 
(2) t + 1 > a. 
Case 1. Let d = (d,, , ,..., a,) be given by 
s+ l<i<r- I, 
r<i<rSt-1, 
i=r+t. 
r+f+l<i<p; 
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d satisfies (30’) and by an easy computation we get 
g,(d)-g,(d)=tlog(r+t)-(t+ l)log(rtt- l)tlog(r- 1) 
-tlog(yt 1)tt1ogy+loga-log@-t) 
=: H(r, t, y, a). 
Since ?H(r, t, y, a)/& = l/u - l/(u - t) < 0 we have 
H(r. t, y, a) > H(r. t, y, y) 
=tlog(rtt)-(tt l)log(rtt- l)tlog(r- 1) 
- t log(y + 1) t (t t 1) log y - log(y - f) 
= FJr t t - 1) - F,(y), 
where 
F,(x) := t log(x t 1) - (t + 1) log x + log(x - t) for x > t. 
From Z,(x)/& = t/(x $ 1) - (t + 1)/x t l/(x - t) = t(t $ 1)/x(x + 1) 
(x - t) > 0 and t < 1’ < r + t - 1 it follows that 
and hence 
F,(r + t - 1) - F,(y) > 0 
g,V) - g&Q > 0. 
Case 2. Let k := a - 1 and hence t > k > 1. Let d = (d,, , ,..., d,) be 
given by 
stl<i<r-1, 
r<i<rfk-1, 
rtk<i<rtt-1, 
i-r+& 
r+t+l<i<p. 
Then d satisfies (30’), and by an easy computation we get 
g&4 - &(4 
= (a - l)(log(r + t) - log(r t t - 1) - log(y t 1) t log r] 
- log(r + a - 2) + log(r - 1) + log a 
> -(a- 1)log y+ l - + log(r - 1) - log(r t a - 2) + log a 
Y 
at1 
>-(a-1)log u -+log(r- l)-log(r+u-2)+logu. 
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;Ilog(r-1)-log(r+n-2)1=&-~+;-2 >o 
and r > a + 2, we get 
a+1 
g,(d) - s,(d) > -(a - 1) log 7 + log(a + 1) - log(2a) t log a 
= log %-(a- l)log 
at1 
-=:F(a). 
a 
From 
dF(a) I -z--log 
da at1 
+-(a- 1) [A-$] 
1 1 
>----- 
a-l 
at1 a 
t 
a(a t 1) 
a-2 
=->O 
a(a + 1) 
it follows that 
g,(d) - g,(d) > Q-2) = 0. 
Thus the unique solution of g,(d) = min subject to (30’) is given by d”“. 
Now as it can easily be seen the set of integers s given by condition (3 1) is 
an interval, i.e., there exist integers s* , s* E (2,..., p - 1 )* s* < s*, such that 
(3 1) is equivalent to s E (s*, s* + l,..., s*}. So we have to prove that f ,*.., > 
.f,*..,+1 if s* < s < s*. Now let dcS) be the solution of g,(d) = min subject to 
(30’) with b=s- 1 and d (‘)’ be the solution of g,(d) = min subject to (30’) 
with b = s. Then it follows from s < s* that dj”:‘, = s and hence d”’ # d”” 
and g,(d’“‘) > g,(d”“). Furthermore we get from d’,‘:‘, = s by an easy com- 
putation: 
g,(d$, . d,;“:; ,..., db”“) = g,, ,(dF;; ,..., d;“) 
and d := (d:: i ,..., dr”) satisfies (30’) where s is replaced by s’ = s + 1 and 
b = s’ - 1 = s. Hence we have 
f,*.,=.fo.Jd’“‘) >f,,,(d”“)=fb.,+,(d)~f~,r+,. 
and the proof of our lemma is complete. 1 
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Remark 2. The proof of Lemma 2 fails if the functionf-,, is replaced by 
f,,s for an arbitrary but fixed ,D > 0, and counterexamples to the statements 
of Lemma 2 can be found in this case. If, e.g., p = 6 and q = 9, then by 
Lemma 2 the solution of f,,,(d,+ r ,..., d,) = min over the set of integers s, 
d,, , . . . . . d,, satisfying (30) and (31) is given by s* = 4, dT = 2, dz = 1. 
Taking s = 3, d, = d, = d, = 2 we get from Eq. (29) putting 6,~ =,u’ 
.f,,‘G 1) 20 + 29,~’ + 10~” $1~‘~ 
f,,,G 2-2) = 24+2&u’+ ~O,U’~+,D’~ ’ 
which gives a value greater than 1 for ,u > f . 
THEOREM 4. A graph C? E 6,-, is a solution of 
t(G) = min. G E @$w 
ff e is isomorphic to G* = (A4, E”), where (see Fig. 1) 
E” := ‘D,({ l,..., s*})U {{s* + 1,i): 1 <i<a) 
u({k,l}:s*+2<k<p}, 
s* :=max{sE (2,...,p- l}:f(s- l)(s- 2)<q- (p- l)}, 
a := q - (p - 1) - ;(s* - l)(s” - 2) + 1. 
The minimum value is given by 
min(t(G): GE S,,,} = s*‘*-‘-’ . (s* + I)‘-’ . a. 
ProoJ First we note that s* given by the theorem coincides with the 
greatest integer s which satisfies condition (31). This can be seen as follows: 
The first inequality p -s <h(s) is equivalent to $(s - I)(s - 2) <q - 
FIG. I. The graph G*. 
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(p - I), and the second inequality h(s) < (p - s)(s - 1) is equivalent to q < 
fs(s- l)+ (p-s)(s- 1). Since i(s - l)(s - 2) and fs(s - 1) + 
(p - s)(s - 1) are increasing functions of s E (2...., p - 1 }, it remains to 
show that 
qcjs*(s*- l)+(p-s*)(s*- 1). 
This is true, because we have by the definition of s* that +s*(s* - 1) 2 
q-(p- l)+ 1 and hence 
is*@* - 1) + (p-s”)@“: - I) 
>q-(p- I)+ 1 +(p-sys*- 1) 
>q-(p- l)+ L+ 2syj;m, (P-SN- 1) 1 
=q-(p- l)fl +p-2=q. 
Now if &,,, denotes the set of all graphs 6 E 6’p.u with d&l ) > 
c+(2)> ... > d;(p), it follows from Theorem 3, Eqs. (28) and (29), and 
Lemma 2 that G* is the unique element of 6,+, with 
t(6) = min{t(G): G E O,,,}. 
Hence a graph G E 6,,, satisfies 
t( 6) = min( t(G): G E S,,,} 
iff d and G* are isomorphic. 
The expression for the minimum value given in the theorem is easily 
obtained from Eq. (29) observing that 
d,,(s” + 1) = a, d,*(i) = 1, s*f2<i<p. I 
Remark 3. Theorem 4 does not give all the graphs GE O,,, which 
minimize t(G) over G E 8,,,, if s* < p - 2. Since the vertices s* + 2,.... p 
have degree 1 in the graph G* the minimum number t(G*) equals the 
number of spanning trees of the graph G, which is obtained from G* by 
deleting the vertices s* + 2...., p and the edges {k, I }- s* + 2 < k < p. 
Observing this we can easily construct graphs G E (s,,, with t(G) = t(G,) = 
r(G*) which are not isomorphic to G *: Divide the set {s* + 2,.... p} into 
non-empty subsets S, ,.... S, and construct trees T, = (S,, F,) ,..., T, = 
(S,. F,). Attaching each tree T, to the graph G, by one additional edge 
(i,, s,,), i,. E ( l,..., s* + 1 }, s,. E S,., one obtains a graph G E 8,,, (see 
Fig. 2). 
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FIG. 2. A graph i: described in Remark 3. 
For a determination of all the solutions GE 8,+, the statements we made 
in Remark 1 above may be useful. 
Remark 4. Theorem 4 does not hold in general for the numbers t,(G), 
,B > 0. If, e.g., p = 6, q = 9, ,D > s, then by Remark 2 the graph G* is not a 
solution of t,(G) = min, G E OP,q. 
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